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The Hamm-Lippstadt University of Applied Sciences relies on a combination of proven open-source solutions for its IT
service management: openITCOCKPIT for its system monitoring, i-doit for its IT documentation and OTRS for its helpdesk
needs. These solutions, which are fully integrated with each other, ensure seamless data capture and the effective monitoring of the university‘s IT landscape.

i-doit: The central IT management platform
Since 2012, The Hamm-Lippstadt University of Applied Sciences has been documenting its IT needs using the i-doit
configuration management database (CMDB). Previously its IT infrastructure had been recorded using Excel spreadsheets and wikis. However, it was clear when the university was moved to new buildings that a complete documentation
system was needed for tracking rooms, equipment, and services. The choice fell to i-doit, because it can capture data
not only for the majority of IT systems, but also for the most important systems (e.g. active and passive networks). Plus,
by using open interfaces it is also possible to connect other solutions and systems to i-doit.
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IT Baseline Protection
The university is also planning to address its IT security needs using i-doit. The i-doit VIVA module was developed in
compliance with both the German Federal Office for Information Security‘s IT Baseline Protection methodology and
the ISO 27001 certification. With this module it is possible to bring in objects and object groups directly from the i-doit
CMDB. This means these assets are recorded once, without the need for superfluous duplications of work.
The university has chosen i-doit as their central documentation platform, because it provides the coverage they require
for their entire IT infrastructure. Since 2013, up to 10,000 objects have been captured annually in i-doit. By the time
the project is completed, which is currently planned for 2017, some 50,000 objects will have been captured in total. To
maintain this system, the university has enlisted the subscription and support services of i-doit partner, it-novum. Because i-doit is continually undergoing further development and new objects are constantly being added to the system,
the university knows it has a reliable partner in it-novum, because they manage and look after the system, providing
swift and professional assistance when needed.

openITCOCKPIT: IT documentation monitoring and
interfacing
In 2012, the university installed Nagios to handle its IT monitoring needs, which was a significant undertaking: The time
and effort required to install and set up a functioning monitoring system was considerable, because with Nagios all
configurations had to be performed manually. A sufficiently capable graphical configuration interface was not available
at the time. This is why the university introduced Paessler‘s PRTG software solution, because PRTG offers a user-friendly
and click-based interface. PRTG did, however, have one drawback: It was not able to import information from the
university‘s central IT platform, i-doit. The resulting duplication of data maintenance for the two autonomous systems
was very involved and so had to be avoided with any new solution.
Ultimately, the openITCOCKPIT monitoring solution was chosen, because of its interface to i-doit. Although openITCOCKPIT is Nagios-based, it has a graphical web interface and is designed to meet the needs of business users. This
system proved to be the right choice: Thanks to the interface, once IT components have been created in the CMDB it is
no longer necessary to duplicate this work in the monitoring system, because new items are now automatically synchronised with openITCOCKPIT via the interface.
A further advantage is that the interface is also produced by the manufacturer of openITCOCKPIT, it-novum, which
already supports the university‘s helpdesk and CMDB solutions: OTRS and i-doit. Michael Steuter, Area Manager for IT
infrastructure, says of the decision: „For us, this was a crucial point, because the service provider we were already using
for our i-doit support was also able to offer us a complete support solution for our helpdesk, CMDB and monitoring. So
it couldn‘t have been easier to implement our monitoring solution.“
openITCOCKPIT obtains its monitoring information from the i-doit CMDB. If a new IT component is recorded in i-doit, it
is automatically included in openITCOCKPIT. The host, including all service checks, is then included in the monitoring
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schedule. In return, openITCOCKPIT immediately reports any changes in status to i-doit. „Using these solutions we now
have a centralised overview of all our devices including their status in i-doit“, says Michael Steuter. „This has greatly
simplified how we manage our IT landscape.“

OTRS: Connecting your ticketing system to your monitoring
and IT documentation
The Hamm-Lipstadt University of Applied Sciences uses the proven ticketing system OTRS to manage its helpdesk
needs. After successfully connecting the openITCOCKPIT and i-doit interface to the monitoring and IT documentation
instances, OTRS was also integrated with the university‘s monitoring instance. This configuration makes it possible to
automatically initiate tickets from within openITCOCKPIT and then close them again. Thus openITCOCKPIT can open a
ticket in OTRS if the status of a service has changed (e.g. a server is not reachable). Once the server is functioning properly again, openITCOCKPIT lets the ticketing system know the ticket can now be closed.
This configuration also works in the opposite direction: If a member of staff begins working on an outage or fault ticket
in the ticketing system, OTRS will make this known to openITCOCKPIT via a web service. The monitoring system is then
aware that there is no need to send any further alerts. It will also display a message in the dashboard stating that the
problem is being addressed.

We want a service provider supporting us in a competent, uncomplicated
way. With it-novum we can communicate at eye-level knowing that they
will always try to meet our needs.
Michael Steuter, Sachgebietsleitung IT-Infrastructure, University
Hamm-Lippstadt
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it-novum About us

Why you should talk to it-novum...
it-novum is the leading IT consulting company for business open source in the German speaking market. Founded in
2001, it-novum is a subsidiary of the listed KAP AG.
Monitoring, IT documentation, ticket systems - when it comes down to IT service management as integrated service,
we have the right solutions at hand: with the ITSM Suite from it-novum, organizations can seamlessly integrate open
source software tools like i-doit (documentation), ((OTRS)) Community Edition (ticket system), JDisc (discovery) and
our in-house development openITCOCKPIT (monitoring). This way, users across all departments can benefit from
integrated IT services.

Outstanding support, consulting and
successful project implementation
Don‘t worry. Our individual support models help you to solve all kinds of problems. Our team supports you
with operating your ITSM solution with guaranteed Service Level Agreements. With many years of experience in
the field of ITSM, we provide you with the best consulting your project needs - from planning and conception to
implementation.
Our entire ITSM team is ITIL certified!

Monitoring solution for holdings and
medium-sized businesses
Our monitoring software openITCOCKPIT provides
services transparency by monitoring your entire IT
landscape. openITCOCKPIT offers features such as high
scalability, SAP monitoring, cluster capability and an
intuitive web interface with a modular structure.
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